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The Best American Erotica 1993
This wide-ranging collection of the best of the past year's erotic literature is a sensual, explicit, imaginative, and--at times--surprisingly humorous look at the diversity of human sexuality. Features 20 short
stories and excerpts from writers such as Anne Rice, Robert Silverberg, and others.
From bookstores to the Internet to Susie Bright's own tremendous success with the BEST AMERICAN EROTICA series, we are clearly reading and writing erotica more than ever. Now Susie Bright shows
readers how to heat up sex scenes in everything from traditional novels and romances to science fiction and horror. She guides aspiring writers in reading erotica to discover the elements and styles that
work. Then she walks them through the writing process: how to get hot ideas, devise steamy plots, use language like a pro and bring the story to a memorable climax. Each chapter features writing exercises
and suggestions for non-writing activities that will galvanise the imagination and flatten any hurdle. Drawing on her own experiences, Bright explains how to find an agent, work with an editor, choose a
publishing company and sell the work.
This anthology presents a vivid collection of essays that explore the history, strategies, philosophy, and diversity of bisexual politics and theory in the United States. The 33 contributors develop a multifaceted
approach to defining bisexual politics. Through these voices, the book seeks to understand the contexts in which the bisexual movement has evolved. The authors analyze different organizing strategies,
formulate new bisexual political theory, provide a vision of future directions for redefining sexuality and gender, and educate activists and allies about current issues pertinent to the bisexual community. This
book is the first of its kind. To date, it is the only book that documents and analyzes bisexual politics and theory. While existing literature on bisexuality has focused on identity, coming out, and forming
communities, Bisexual Politics takes the vital next step into bisexual political theory and activism. The many subjects and subthemes addressed in Bisexual Politics appeal to a multitude of readers from
activists to academics, from friends and family of bisexuals, to those who have struggled with bisexuality. It is a sourcebook for those seeking to locate bisexuality in the schema of other social justice
movements. It is a tool to build alliances with other progressive groups, and build coalitions with both lesbian/gay and heterosexual communities. It is a primer for anyone interested in bisexual activism and
theory.
Introduces a trio of erotic novellas that explore the dramatic impact that a single sexual moment can have on one's life in such works as William Harrison's "Shadow That Lost Its Man," "The Motion of the
Ocean" by Tsaurah Litzky, and "The Widow" by Greg Boyd.
The subject of the aesthetic has returned to cultural and literary debates with a vengeance. The Aesthetics of Cultural Studies is a timely and authoritative collection of essays that analyze the role of
aesthetics in American and British cultural studies, and reflect on its recuperation in the field. Contains first-rate, original essays that analyze the role of aesthetics in American and British cultural studies, and
reflect on its recuperation in the field. Contributors are leading scholars, internationally based. Includes substantial introductory material by the editor.
- Excerpts from and citations to reviews of more than 8,000 books each year, from 109 publications. - Electronic version with expanded coverage, and retrospective version available, see p. 5 and p. 31. Pricing: Service Basis-Books.

Coined in the early 1990s to describe a burgeoning film movement, 'New Queer Cinema' has turned the attention of film theorists, students and audiences to the proliferation of
intelligent, stylish and daring work by lesbian and gay filmmakers within independent cinema, and to the proliferation of 'queer' images and themes within the mainstream. But
what constituted New Queer Cinema then and now? And was it political gains, cultural momentum or market forces that determined its evolution? New Queer Cinema is divided
into sections on the definition, the filmmakers, the geography, and the spectator of New Queer Cinema. Chapters address the pivotal directors (e.g. Todd Haynes and Gregg
Araki) and the salient films (e.g. Paris is Burning and Boys Don't Cry) but also non-mainstream and non-Anglo-American work (e.g. experimental film and third cinema). With a
critical eye to its uneasy relationship to the mainstream, the volume explores the aesthetic, socio-cultural, political and, necessarily, commercial investments of New Queer
Cinema. This book, the first full-length study of the subject, offers the definitive guide to New Queer Cinema combining indispensable discussions of its central issues with
exciting new work by key writers. Features*Provides a definitive introduction to New Queer Cinema (NQC)*Clear structure with each section addressing a key topic in the study of
NQC*Themes covered include genre, gender and race, politics, media, and the relationship between NQC and the mainstream.
The Best American Erotica 1997 is the ideal collection for all lovers of first-rate erotic literature. Edited by Susie Bright, whom the Utne Reader calls "one of the leading thinkers
and visionaries of our time," this fifth annual edition of a bestselling series brings together the most outstanding erotic writing of the year. CONTRIBUTORS - Lauren P. Burka, Ivy
Topiary, Mark Stuertz, Thomas Roche, Rose White and Eric Albert, Bob Vickery, Tsaurah Litzky, loana dp valencia, Nancy Kilpatrick, Michael Lowenthal, Serena Moloch, Marcy
Sheiner, Stephen Spotte, Simon Sheppard, Joe Maynard, Bill Brent, Ted Blumberg, Lucy Taylor, E. R. Stewart, Isobel Bird, Allegra Long, M. Christian
A close-up look at the most important sexual issues of modern American society examines such topics as sex online, the private lives of political candidates, abortion, AIDS, Vchips, teen pregnancy, and more, calling for a freer, more honest understanding of human sexuality. 75,000 first printing. Tour.
A union list of serials commencing publication after Dec. 31, 1949.
"Stories so imaginative and playfully perverse as to shock even the most jaded, she shows her staggering ability to arouse, amaze, and astound." -M.Christian, author Dirty
Words. Wetting the Appetite showcases the much-anthologized and celebrated erotic fiction of Blake C. Aarens. It includes everything from her first piece of erotica "Strangers on
a Train," to "Let it Rain" which appeared in the March 1996 issue of Penthouse, to newer pieces like "Very Secret Service" about a fictional tryst between a certain Secretary of
State and one of her detail of protective agents. Wetting the Appetite is a literate sexual smorgasbord, with something for everyone between its pages. Anonymous straight sex
bumps up against the first encounter between two men who will invariably become lovers, while dykes on bikes give way to a graphic fantasy of star fucking. This book is filled
with sticky stories that chronicle the wide range of sexual passions and attempts to feed the hunger of the human animal for variety - even if that means a vampire or a truly alien
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extraterrestrial. This is a book to read alone, or read out loud, a book to enrich your fantasy life and fuel your fingers beneath the sheets. "Blake Aarens is a masterful erotic fiction
writer - but she's also a terrific fiction writer, period. She renders characters and voice in an utterly believable and gripping way. You really are there with her characters,
experiencing their thrills, their lonely moments, their hot spots, their comedy, their joy. From the first line of every story, you're right there, ready to go along for the ride. I'm thrilled
that Blake's collected work is finally all in one place. This book is long over-due." -Gina de Vries, co-editor Becoming: Young Ideas On Gender, Identity, and Sexuality. "Blake C.
Aarens' erotic storytelling has more facets than a diamond. [She] sees desire where not all of us would think to find it." -Carol Queen, author The Leather Daddy and the Femme.
Blake C. Aarens is an author, playwright, poet, screenwriter, and former college theatre instructor. She earned her B.A. in Rhetoric (Creative Writing) from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, and her Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing (Playwriting) from Saint Mary's College. Her work has appeared in Penthouse Magazine, the Herotica
series, Open Wide, Best Lesbian Erotica, Ache: A Journal for Lesbians of African Descent, Switch Hitters, Best American Erotica 1993, Virgin Territory, and numerous other
publications.
Susie Bright brings together love's darkest arrows in this shiver-inducing collection of 15 gothic erotic short stories,with original stories from legends such as author Francesca Lia
Block and Supernatural screenwriter Sera Gamble. Delicate illustrations weave throughout the lush package, and printed edges make the baroque book an object to behold.
Open alone or share with a lover and devour the mystical characters, forbidden sexual relationships, and private pleasures.
The 25 writers featured in this volume continue to reshape the idea of women's "erotica", reflecting a passionate mosaic of sexual experience and fantasy written from a wide variety of viewpoints. Susie
Bright is the editor of the groundbreaking magazine On Our Backs.
Whores and Other Feminists fleshes out feminist politics from the perspective of sex workers--strippers, prostitutes, porn writers, producers and performers, dominatrices--and their allies. Comprising a range
of voices from both within and outside the academy, this collection draws from traditional feminisms, postmodern feminism, queer theory, and sex radicalism. It stretches the boundaries of contemporary
feminism, holding accountable both traditional feminism for stigmatizing sex workers, and also the sex industry for its sexist practices.
The Best American Erotica 1993Scribner Paper Fiction
Explains how to use verbal communication to arouse a partner, create intimacy, add excitement to lovemaking, and negotiate safe sex
How can a girl become a woman today without being either a victim or a manipulator? Reflecting on this question, MacCannell takes us for the first time beyond the flawed models for becoming a woman left
to us by Freud and Sade.
The meaning of sex and sexuality becomes increasingly important over the course of human development. This is a comprehensive guide to current knowledge and expert analysis of sex and sexuality.

'The best sex manual ever written.' - The Advocate 'Buy one for yourself, one for you r partner, one for your best friend and don't forget mom and dad.' Amy Bloom, New Woman.
A biographical and bibliographical guide to current writers in all fields including poetry, fiction and nonfiction, journalism, drama, television and movies. Information is provided by the authors
themselves or drawn from published interviews, feature stories, book reviews and other materials provided by the authors/publishers.
Covers sexual self-image, sexual anatomy, communication, erotic massage, oral sex, intercourse, sexual devices, fantasies, sexual behavior, and safe sex
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued
separately.
First published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A mix of regular and risque stories. In Jerry Stahl's The Age of Love, an older woman seduces a younger man on a plane, while Bernard Cooper's Burl's describes a boy trying on his father's
shoes.
Can hot gay porn flow from the pens of Lesbian writers? Can gay men write convincingly of Lesbian sex? Switch Hitters twists our gender expectations in these playfully explicit, provocative and entertaining
sex stories by the best authors of queer erotica writing today.
An annotated bibliography includes information on the role of libraries in sex education
The publication of The Best American Erotica 1993 was cause for great celebration and critical praise. It was an immediate sensation and a national bestseller. Now comes The Best American Erotica 1994!
This edition features twenty short stories and excerpts, including a mixture of well-known erotica celebs, among them the late John Preston, Pat Califia, and Carol Queen, while also introducing newcomers
such as Mark Butler and Abigail Thomas. The Best American Erotica 1994 is a wonderful collection for all lovers of first-rate erotic literature. Contributors Marianna Beck Bernadette Lynn Bosky Mark Butler
Pat Califia M. Christian Leslie Feinberg Sigfried Gold Linda Hooper Michael Lowenthal Debra Martens J. Maynard Chris Offutt Gerry Pearlberg Bart Plantenga John Preston Carol Queen Donald Rawley
Abigail Thomas Anne Tourney Danielle Willis
The reigning mistress of erotica, Susie Bright, has expertly chosen 40 of the hottest stories ever written: breathtaking new stories as well as the most sought-after stories from The Best American Erotica
series. Luminaries like Carol Queen and Robert Olen Butler contribute to the stories about all kinds of lovers: heartbreakers, foxes, maniacs, romanticists, hell-raisers, and utter bandits. This delicious
collection is certain to satisfy.
Lust brings out the liar in everyone. Every erection has Pinocchio written up and down its length—yes, everybody wants to be REAL, a real boy, an honest woman, unafraid and upright—but then desire, the
ultimate honesty, does us in. Desire doesn't give a whit about shame. Our secrets, our exaggerations and distractions, it's all just a lot of twisting in the wind as far as sex is concerned—what we want WILL
come out. "Is our sexuality a basic, good, and precious thing that somehow became terribly misunderstood? Or is there something really evil out there in Sex Land that attaches itself to our libidos and is only
held back by vigilance and caution?" asks Susie Bright in her bestselling book The Sexual State of the Union. Bright pushes the borders of propriety until they blur and become irrelevant in the face of our
inherent need to touch and be touched. With candor and passion, Susie Bright proves that sexual knowledge can indeed be salvation and inspiration.
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Down There Press authors have been answering that question for twenty-five years! From Joani Blank's Good Vibrations "RM" bringing to light the sexual potential of "personal massagers", to Jack Morin's
still the-only-one-of-its-kind Anal Pleasure & Health, to Susie Bright's genre-launching Herotica "RM", San Francisco's oldest publisher of award-winning sex-positive books has been breaking boundaries to
delight and entertain its readers. Founded in 1975, Down There Press is the nation's first independent publisher devoted exclusively to publishing sexual health books. Founder and Publisher Emerita Joani
Blank, then working as a sex educator and counselor, started writing her own books about sexuality at her clients' and other therapists' behest. The press currently has a list of eighteen sexual self-awareness
titles, including innovative and practical non-fiction with non-judgmental techniques for strengthening sexual communication. Down There Press also publishes lively literary and photographic erotica.
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